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The Long Emergency Surviving End
THE UK, Ireland and New Zealand are among the five countries best suited to survive the total collapse of civilisation, a new study has claimed.
Scientists name UK among 5 countries 'best fitted' to survive the collapse of civilisation
Actions taken by the Malaysian government in revoking COVID-19 emergency ordinances were in line with the country's laws and ...
Actions to revoke COVID-19 emergency laws were in line with Malaysia’s laws and Constitution: PMO
The king in January declared the country's first nationwide state of emergency in more than half a century to fight Covid-19, following the advice of Prime Minister Muhyiddin Yassin.
Malaysia to end COVID emergency as parliament convenes after months-long suspension
Helmed by Irwin Winkler, 1995 cyber conspiracy thriller ‘The Net’ appears to be a movie born out of the paranoia that came with the 1990s Silicon Valley boom. The story centers on California-based ...
The Net Ending, Explained
A 112 call comes in. A person has been seriously injured. Aware every second counts in the critical first hour, emergency agencies mobilise ...
Bringing the resuscitation room to the scene of the accident
With 65,000 patients passing through its doors every year, Cork University Hospital’s Emergency Department is now the busiest in the country ...
These are the main reasons people go to the Emergency Department
Even with the delay, roughly 3.6 million people in the U.S. as of July 5 said they face eviction in the next two months, according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey. The survey ...
EXPLAINER: What Will the End of the Eviction Ban Mean in DC?
Malaysia’s government will not extend a controversial coronavirus state of emergency beyond August 1, a minister said yesterday, as parliament ...
Malaysia says emergency to end as parliament sits after virus shutdown
What if Games of Thrones ’ ‘The Long Night’ episode never ended? What if you had to fight those annoying White Walkers all night, every night, until you die? This is the question survival RTS game Age ...
Survival RTS game Age of Darkness is inspired by Game of Thrones’ The Long Night
Trauma surgeons are often the first point of contact with the health care system for victims of violence. However, their role can extend beyond caring for a patient's physical injuries. Trauma centers ...
'Trauma Informed Care' can help break the cycle of violence
The CDC's eviction moratorium ends on July 31, and some are concerned about the impact on Chinatown and other vulnerable neighborhoods.
How the end of the federal eviction moratorium could impact Chinatown
For the past 10 months in the COVID-19 pandemic, renters across the U.S. have been protected from getting thrown out of their homes. In September 2020 the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and ...
Help is available for struggling renters as the federal eviction moratorium ends Saturday
People seen sleeping rough in London down 39% in a year – figures - Some 2,589 people were recorded as sleeping rough in London between April and June, according to the Combined Homelessness And ...
People seen sleeping rough in London down 39% in a year – figures
Her father Gordon Herriot, 75, is an hour's drive away from the Edinburgh quarantine hotel in the Queen Elizabeth University Hospital in Glasgow where he is being treated after suffering. Ms Herriot, ...
Covid in Scotland: End-of-life visitors 'need quarantine support'
The Grammy-winning Bengaluru musician’s album Divine Tides is a collaboration with drummer Copeland of The Police. It’s an ode to Earth and features musicians from four continents. Done right, Kej ...
Notes from all over: Ricky Kej, Stewart Copeland and music to save the planet
In part 2 of Bodie Kellogg's memories of 2020's lockdowns, it's the symptoms that come after recovering from the coronavirus that turn ugly.
The long Covid nightmare: rashes, nausea, brain fog and rage
Co-published with The New Republic. Experts say the long-Covid crisis will mirror the pandemic itself, creating a “tsunami of disability” that will take a disproportionate toll on low-income people of ...
The Trap Doors and Dead Ends of Trying to Get Treated for Long Covid
New documentary The Ants and the Grasshopper follows Anita Chitaya’s journey from her drought-hit village to meet farmers and politicians in the US ...
A Malawian farmer visiting the US wants to know: ‘Why not do more on the climate crisis?’
The Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities (LEH) has awarded the first 2021 emergency relief grants from the Louisiana Culture Care Fund to 24 organizations in 17 parishes. One of those is the ...
Association for the Preservation of Historic Natchitoches awarded Culture Care Fund Grant, gearing up for upcoming events
Cleanup continued Friday after a storm made its way through the state Thursday night, causing flooding and damage in parts of Ocean and Monmouth.
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